
The “From Manager to Remarkable Leader” workshop 
teaches timeless and proven leadership principles 
and provides a personal framework that you can  
take back and implement in your own organization  
to immediately impact your results and your success. 

KEY TAKE-AWAYS FROM THE WORKSHOP

• The Three O Model of Leadership and how  
it will significantly impact your success 

• Five habits of continual learners and why  
they matter to me as a leader

• How to identify and apply the four key levers  
to organizational change

• Powerful strategies to improve the adoption  
of organizational changes you are leading

• Five leadership communication strategies  
that will help you to be a more effective communicator 

• Four specific strategies to help you  
build relationships more successfully

• How to exhibit effective coaching behaviors

• The secret to delivering feedback successfully

• Five ways to be more influential 

• Tips for facilitating meetings more effectively

• How to create greater productivity for yourself and your team

• Decision making approaches  
which are situationally appropriate

• Techniques for delegating more effectively

• How to create processes that  
support ongoing goal achievement 

From Manager to Remarkable Leader 
The current workplace poses an ever-growing number of challenges for today’s 
leaders: there’s more to be done with fewer people to get it all done; employees are 
staying for less time and there’s more turnover; the pace is hectic and everyone is 
frazzled. Yet this is the real world that you must operate in, and as the leader, it’s 
still your job to deliver results despite of it.

WORKSHOP FORMAT

“From Manager to Remarkable Leader” is NOT a one-way lecture. 
No one learns in a passive lecture. The workshop is a two-day, 
instructor-led, interactive and fun learning experience where you 
will get the chance to practice the new skills you learn with other 
classmates and the facilitator. You’ll have the opportunity to 
discuss your unique situations and challenges and together, you’ll 
build processes that you can use and apply back in the real world 
when you return from the event.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

All participants receive:

• 2 live group coaching sessions after the workshop to help 
solidify what they learn in the class and to answer any 
questions that pop-up after they return to the “real world”.

• A hard copy of Remarkable Leadership: Unleashing Your 
Leadership Potential One Skill at a Time – a practical 
handbook written for anyone who wants to hone the skills 
they need to become an remarkable leader.

• A 6-month subscription to The Insider – our print newsletter 
filled with the latest ideas and new applications of timeless 
leadership principle.
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